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TAG's limited edition Aquaracer Professional 300 Ref 844 is based
on the new 43mm design complete with titanium case and 38hour power reserve, but crucially this model has been crafted to
reference ...
Ahead of the Masters 2021 Tournament, TAG Heuer has named
professional golfer Tommy Fleetwood an ambassador to the
brand, who will sport the new watch during play. The TAG Heuer
Connected watch ...
The brand’s CEO Frédéric Arnault explains, “Playing with a TAG
Heuer Connected is a true game-changer that will give any golfer
an immediate competitive edge. And it does so without compromising on ...
Switzerland is gearing up for a proliﬁc 2021 with a clutch of extremely high value timepieces that will make collectors swoon ...
Tag Heuer’s Updated Smartwatch Tracks Your Golf
Game—and Your Health oﬀ the Links, Too
Revealed at Watches And Wonders 2021, TAG Heuer's Aquaracer
Professional 300 is the most reﬁned Aquaracer it has ever made.
It also tells the wider story of the brand’s dive watch heritage.
Luxury tool watches continue to dominate the commercial end of
the market, and TAG Heuer has a fresh oﬀer in the form of a 300
metre water resistant Aquaracer Professional 300.
Expert view: the top timepiece trends for 2021
TAG Heuer Connected Golf Edition features improved mapping and a club recommendation tool
Tag Heuer Updates Its Popular Connected Watch With the
All-New Golf Edition
TAG Heuer upgrades Aquaracer Professional tool watches
TAG Heuer Connected Golf Edition: Bringing golfers’
games to the next level
Tag Heuer has announced a complete overhaul of its ﬂagship
dive ... The Aquaracer ﬁrst appeared in 2004, hitting the sweet
spot between a professional sports watch and something that
would also look ...
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Luxury tool watches continue to dominate the commercial end of
the market, and TAG Heuer has a fresh oﬀer in the form of a 300
metre water resistant Aquaracer Professional 300.
TAG Heuer upgrades Aquaracer Professional tool watches
Revealed at Watches And Wonders 2021, TAG Heuer's Aquaracer
Professional 300 is the most reﬁned Aquaracer it has ever made.
It also tells the wider story of the brand’s dive watch heritage.
TAG Heuer's new Aquaracer is an all-time best
The Aquaracer has been a commercial mainstay of Tag Heuer’s
collection since 2004, although the brand has been making professional dive watches since the reference 844 in the late 1970s.

Tag Heuer Completely Reimagined the Aquaracer for 2021
Ahead of the Masters 2021 Tournament, TAG Heuer has named
professional golfer Tommy Fleetwood an ambassador to the
brand, who will sport the new watch during play. The TAG Heuer
Connected watch ...
Tag Heuer Updates Its Popular Connected Watch With the
All-New Golf Edition
Tag Heuer has announced a complete overhaul of its ﬂagship
dive ... The Aquaracer ﬁrst appeared in 2004, hitting the sweet
spot between a professional sports watch and something that
would also look ...
Tag Heuer Just Perfected its Dive Watch
At Watches & Wonders 2021, TAG Heuer announced the return of
the Aquaracer, the brand’s go-anywhere, high-performance,
stylish, luxury tool watch.
TAG Heuer Makes A Splash With The Return Of The
Aquaracer
TAG's limited edition Aquaracer Professional 300 Ref 844 is based
on the new 43mm design complete with titanium case and 38hour power reserve, but crucially this model has been crafted to
reference ...
So many new watches dropped this week. Here are the
best
Professional golfer and TAG Heuer brand ambassador Tommy
Fleetwood says, “I love wearing this watch both on and oﬀ the
course. The features are really well thought out, making the
game more ...
TAG Heuer Connected Golf Edition features improved mapping and a club recommendation tool
Switzerland is gearing up for a proliﬁc 2021 with a clutch of extremely high value timepieces that will make collectors swoon ...
Twenty-one of the best men's timepieces from Watches
and Wonders 2021
Slim, steel or skeletonised? Our man in the know goes future gazing at this week’s Watches & Wonders Fair ...
Expert view: the top timepiece trends for 2021
The brand’s CEO Frédéric Arnault explains, “Playing with a TAG
Heuer Connected is a true game-changer that will give any golfer
an immediate competitive edge. And it does so without compromising on ...
TAG Heuer Connected Golf Edition: Bringing golfers’
games to the next level
TAG Heuer’s smartwatch division is keeping busy ... 3-D maps
that evoke the same visuals golfers might expect to ﬁnd at professional tournaments. The club recommendation tool, meanwhile ...
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Tag Heuer’s Updated Smartwatch Tracks Your Golf
Game—and Your Health oﬀ the Links, Too
E xpect announcements from brands including Rolex, Tag Heuer,
Hublot, Tudor and many more… T3 has ... Hemisphere via the
Oris-developed Pointer Moon function, created for professional
divers. This ...
Watches and Wonders 2021: the best watches announced
so far
With the promise of more style than other wearOS devices, Tag
Heuer's Connected smartwatches ... "recall the visuals seen on
telecasts of professional tournaments," particularly the shot tracer ...
Tag Heuer's Connected watch now has its own wellness
app
(Photo by Ross Kinnaird/Getty Images) When it comes to the career aspirations of professional golfers ... watch partnership and
for me this TAG Heuer partnership, and being the face of something ...
Tommy Fleetwood Talks TAG Heuer And The Odds Of A
Moliwood Sequel
The digital edition of W&W Geneva starts today and runs until
April 13, while W&W Shanghai will be open to the trade and
public “in person” from April 14. Here are some of the most interesting ...
Watches and Wonders 2021: Conversation pieces from the
shows in Geneva and Shanghai
Set to open in the summer of 2021, it will house a standalone fascia for a TAG Heuer boutique. Craig Bolton, executive director for
the Watches of Switzerland Group, said: "We have been present
in the ...
Watches of Switzerland Group signs Traﬀord Centre lease
With the promise of more style than other wearOS devices, Tag
Heuer's Connected smartwatches are surprisingly ... The company notes that the graphics "recall the visuals seen on telecasts
of ...
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ing at this week’s Watches & Wonders Fair ...
With the promise of more style than other wearOS devices, Tag
Heuer's Connected smartwatches are surprisingly ... The company notes that the graphics "recall the visuals seen on telecasts
of ...
Twenty-one of the best men's timepieces from Watches
and Wonders 2021
The Aquaracer has been a commercial mainstay of Tag Heuer’s
collection since 2004, although the brand has been making professional dive watches since the reference 844 in the late 1970s.
So many new watches dropped this week. Here are the
best
TAG Heuer's new Aquaracer is an all-time best
Watches and Wonders 2021: the best watches announced
so far
Tag Heuer's Connected watch now has its own wellness
app
Tag Heuer Just Perfected its Dive Watch
Professional golfer and TAG Heuer brand ambassador Tommy
Fleetwood says, “I love wearing this watch both on and oﬀ the
course. The features are really well thought out, making the
game more ...
Tag Heuer Completely Reimagined the Aquaracer for 2021
(Photo by Ross Kinnaird/Getty Images) When it comes to the career aspirations of professional golfers ... watch partnership and
for me this TAG Heuer partnership, and being the face of something ...
The digital edition of W&W Geneva starts today and runs until
April 13, while W&W Shanghai will be open to the trade and
public “in person” from April 14. Here are some of the most interesting ...
Watches of Switzerland Group signs Traﬀord Centre lease
Set to open in the summer of 2021, it will house a standalone fascia for a TAG Heuer boutique. Craig Bolton, executive director for
the Watches of Switzerland Group, said: "We have been present
in the ...
TAG Heuer’s smartwatch division is keeping busy ... 3-D maps
that evoke the same visuals golfers might expect to ﬁnd at professional tournaments. The club recommendation tool, meanwhile ...
TAG Heuer Makes A Splash With The Return Of The
Aquaracer
With the promise of more style than other wearOS devices, Tag
Heuer's Connected smartwatches ... "recall the visuals seen on
telecasts of professional tournaments," particularly the shot tracer ...
E xpect announcements from brands including Rolex, Tag Heuer,
Hublot, Tudor and many more… T3 has ... Hemisphere via the
Oris-developed Pointer Moon function, created for professional
divers. This ...
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